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the way the story was put into hindi, it appears that its an unmitigated disaster. the film makers are acting as if theyve heard the story in hindi for the very first time, even though theyre writers and directors. the dialogues, the scenes seem to be done without any sense of integrity. this is because the directors werent familiar with the hindi language. you see, the film was made in hindi. at times when you are singing in the film, you see hindi words appearing on the screen. one song says, an, as he plays
the guitar. an yayam yatam yatam. the lyrics were एक यात्रा यात्रा यात्रा and appeared on the screen. the director or writer wasnt sure whether to translate the lyrics into hindi or not. hindi film makers have learnt to understand their own language. they know how to translate the lyrics into hindi. but with raja hindustani, the idea was to print songs on screen without any translation. the lyrics in songs in raja hindustani were printed on the screen without any linguistic or cultural translation. the

dialogue scenes in hindi were just spoken without any intent to represent the meaning of the dialogues or to depict the character. the faces of the characters were wooden and didnt show any emotions. the dialogues were delivered with a top lip smile on the characters face, looking at their audience. the film was made with the intention to make some money and not with the intention to do justice to anuradha sharma or her songs. i know this for sure, because this is the only reason why the film makers
were unable to accept dharmesh darshan s suggestions.
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